Probabilistic incremental program evolution (PIPE) is a novel technique for automatic program synthesis. We combine probability vector coding of program instructions, population-based incremental learning, and tree-coded programs like those used in some variants of genetic programming (GP). PIPE iteratively generates successive populations of functional programs according to an adaptive probability distribution over all possible programs. Each iteration, it uses the best program to refine the distribution. Thus, it stochastically generates better and better programs. Since distribution refinements depend only on the best program of the current population, PIPE can evaluate program populations efficiently when the goal is to discover a program with minimal runtime. We compare PIPE to GP on a function regression problem and the 6-bit parity problem. We also use PIPE to solve tasks in partially observable mazes, where the best programs have minimal runtime.
Introduction and Previous Work
Overview We introduce probabilistic incremental program evolution (PIPE), a novel method for synthesizing programs. PIPE iteratively generates successive populations of tree-structured, functional programs from an adaptive probability distribution over all possible programs that can be constructed from a predefined instruction set. T h e probability distribution is adapted in three ways: (1) Each iteration, we increase the probability of the best program in the current population; (2) occasionally we increase the probability of the best program found so far (elitist); ( 3 ) sometimes, single probabilities are mutated to better explore the search space. The distribution is stored in a variable-size7 adaptive probabili.rtic prototype tree (PPT) , where each PPT node contains a probability distribution over the instruction set. The PPT incrementally grows and shrinks to deal with programs of varying sizes. When programs have varying, unknown runtimes, and if high program quality is equivalent to short runtime, PIPE can save time by evaluating all programs of a population in parallel until the first finds a solution. This program is the only one needed to adapt the PPT. In what follows we will briefly review PIPE5 major sources of inspiration and point out its innovations.
Population-Based Incremental Learning (PBIL)
PBIL generates a population of fixedlength bitstrings (solution candidates for a given task) according to a vector of probabilities (initially 0.5). T h e probabilities are then adjusted to increase (decrease) the probability of the current population's best (worst) individual. This procedure is repeated until all probabilities are either 1 .O or 0.0. Thus, PBIL does not store domain knowledge in a population but in a probability distribution. PBII, was shown to outperform GAS on several problems (Baluja, 1996) .
One reason for PBILk success may be that PBIL explicitly captures first-order dependencies between individual solution parameters and solution quality in a probability distribution (Baluja & Davies, 1997) . GAS, on the other hand, maintain a population and rely on crossover to sensibly combine parameters that are collectively responsible for favorable evaluations. Since the choice of crossover points is random, however, crossover often is not beneficial (De Bonet, Isbell, & Viola, 1997) . It may act disruptively and tear apart previously discovered, useful parameter groups. One motivation of our paper is that potential advantages of PBII, over G A suggest potential advantages of PIPE over GP. PIPE follows PBIL's update algorithm but uses a different representation. To handle tree-coded programs of varying size, PBIL's fixed-length probability vector that encodes probabilities for bits in the solution representation being set is replaced by the incrementally growing and shrinking PPT. Furthermore, PIPE significantly extends PBILS initialization and update rules to accommodate tree-coded programs.
Outline
Section 2 describes the basic data structures and procedures used by PIPE. Section 3 introduces the new learning algorithm. Section 4 compares the performance of PIPE and G P on function regression and 6-bit parity. Section 5 shows how PIPE can solve tasks in partially observable environments (POEs) by learning to set and read "memory cells." Section 6 concludes the paper.
Basic Data Structures and Procedures
Overview In this section we first define a program's elementary parts (instruction set) and its representation (tree structure). We then define the PPT and show how it is used to generate programs and how it grows and shrinks.
Program Instructions Programs contain instructions from a function set
fk} with k functions and a terminal set T = { t i , t 2 , . . . , t l } with 1 terminals. Functions and terminals differ in that the former have one or more arguments and the latter have zero.
For instance, to solve a one-dimensional function approximation task one might use F = {+, -, *, %,sin, cos, exp, dog} and T = { x , R}, where % denotes protected division (b", z E R, z # 0: y%z = y / z , andy%O = 1); rlog denotes protected logarithm (Vy E R,y # 0: rlogb) = log(abs(y)), and rlog(0) = 0); x is an input variable; and R is a generic random constant in [O; 1).
Generic Random Constants
Ageneric random constant (GRC) (compare also "ephemeral random constant" (Koza, 1992) ) is a zero argument function (a terminal). When accessed during program creation, it is either instantiated to a random value from a predefined, problem-dependent set of constants or a value previously stored in the PPT (see below). GRCs are useful for solving certain function regression problems.
Program Representation Programs are encoded in n-ary trees, with n being the maxima1 number of function arguments. Each nonleaf node encodes a function from F and each leaf node a terminal from T. The number of subtrees that each node has corresponds to the number of arguments of its function. Each argument is calculated by a subtree. The trees are parsed depth first from left to right. Sample program trees for a function approximation task are shown in Figure 1 .
Probabilistic Prototype Tree (PPT)
The PPT is generally a complete n-ary tree. At each node N+ it contains a random constant Rd,w and a variable probability vector P+, where d 2 0 denotes the node's depth (root node has d = 0) and w defines the node's horizontal position when tree nodes with equal depth are read from left to right (0 5 w < ad).
The probability vectors Fd,w have I + k components. Each component P+(I) denotes the probability of choosing instruction Z E F U T at Nd,w. We maintain EIEFUT Pd&) = 1. Figure 2 illustrates the relation between the prototype tree and a possible program tree. We denote the result of applying PRO(; to data .I" as PRO(;(x).
Program Generation
Tree Shaping/Storage Complexity X complete PPT is infinite. A "large" PPT is memory intensive. Recall that each PPT node holds a probability for each instruction, a random constant, and n pointers to following nodes, where 71 is PPTS arity. Our experiments, however, indicate that it suffices to maintain a PPT with on average roughly two to three times as many nodes as in the current best solution (best program of generation). To reduce memory requirements, we incrementally grow and prune the PPT.
Growing Initially, the PPT contains only the root node (node initialization is described in Section 3). Further nodes are created "on demand" whenever Id,?" E F is selected and the subtree for an argument of Id,w is missing. Figure 3 shows a prototype tree after generation of two programs.
Pmning We prune PPT subtrees attached to nodes that contain at least one probability vector component above a threshold T p . In the case of functions, we prune only subtrees that are not required as function arguments (Fig. 4) . Apart from reducing memory requirements, pruning also helps to discard elements of the probability distribution that have become irrelevant over time. 
Prototype Tree Figure 4 . The dashed parts of the prototype tree can be pruned because the probabilities of the adjacent nodes exceed threshold value T p = 0.9 and contain high probabilities for a terminal (left) and a single function with one argument (right). Generation-Based Learning PIPE learns in successive generations, each comprising five distinct phases: (I) creation of program population, (2) population evaluation, ( 3 ) learning from population, (4) mutation of prototype tree, and (5) prototype tree pruning.
Creation of Program Population
A population of programs PRO<;/ (0 < J 5 PLY; p s is population size) is generated using the prototype tree PPT, as described in Section 2. 'The PPI' is grown "on demand." Population Evaluation Each program PRO<;, of the current population is evaluated and assigned a scalar, real-valued "fitness value" FIT(PRo<;,) reflecting the program's performance on a given task. T h e "fitness function" mapping programs to fitness values is problem dependent. For PIPE we restrict fitness functions as follows: (1) Learningji-om Population iVe define b to be the index of the best program of the current generation and preserve the best program found so far in PRO<;"' (elitist). Prototype tree probabilities are modified such that the probability P(PRoG,) of creating PROG[, increases.
[Ve call this procedure adapt -PPT-towards(PRO(;,,). Our experiments indicate that it is beneficial to increase P(PRoG~) regardtess of PROGb's length. To compute ~( P R O G~) we look at all PPT nodes Nd,w used to generate PROG~:
Pd,w(Id,w(PROGb)) d,w:fv,,,,. used to generate PROG, where I d , w ( P~~~~b ) denotes the instruction of program PROG~ a t node position d , w. Then, we calculate a target probability PTARGET for PROG~:
Here, lr is a constant learning rate and E a positive user-defined constant. The fraction E+F'T(PRoGp') implements fitness-dependent learning f d o . We take larger steps toward pro-E +~~~ ( P~~~h ) grams with higher quality (lower fitness) than toward programs with lower quality (higher fitness). Constant E determines the degree of fdl's influence. If V MT(PRoG"): E << FIT(PRoG"), then PIPE can use small population sizes because generations containing only low-quality individuals do not affect the PPT much.
Given PTARGET, all single-node probabilities P d , w ( I d , w ( P~~~b ) ) are increased iteratively (in parallel):
Here, &" is a constant influencing the number of iterations. The smaller &" the higher the approximation precision of PTARGET and the number of required iterations. We use = 0.1, which turned out to be a good compromise between precision and speed. Then, all adapted vectors PdCL, are renormalized.
Finally, each random constant in PROG,, is copied to the appropriate node in PPT: if
-+ Mutation of Prototype Tree Mutation is one of PIPE'S major exploration mechanisms. Mutation of PPT probabilities is guided by the current best solution PRoC;~. We want to explore the area "around" PROG~. Probabilities Pd,JI> stored in all nodes Nd,z, that were accessed to generate program PRO<:^ are mutated with probability P,vp :
where the user-defined parameter PM defines the overall mutation probability, and (PRoG~) denotes the number of nodes in program PROG~. To prevent the rapid growth of mutation probability we make it dependent on P R O G~)~ size. The justification of the square root is empirical: We found that larger programs improve faster with a higher mutation probability. Selected probability vector components are then mutated as follows:
where my is the mutation rate, another user-defined parameter. All mutated vectors Pd,il, are finally renormalized. Rafak Sahtowicz and Jiirgen Schmidhuber IIP see from =\ssigninent 5 that small probabilities (close to 0) are subject to stronger mutations than high probabilities. Otherwise, mutations would tend to have little effect o n the next generation.
Prototype Tree Pmning described in Section 2 .
At the end of each generation we prune the prototype tree, as Elitist Learning During elitist learning (EL), we adapt PPT toward the elitist program PRO(;"' by calling adapt-PPT-towards(PRO(;"); then we prune PPT. However, we neither create and evaluate a population nor mutate the probabilities of PPT, making EL coinputationally cheap. EL focuses search on previously discovered promising parts of the search space. It is particularly useful with small population sizes and works efficiently in the case of noise-free problems.
Termination Criterion PIPE is run either for a fixed number of program evaluations (PE) (time constraint) or until a solution with fitness better than FIT, is found (quality constraint).
Summary of User-Defined Parameters
have to he set by the user:
T h e following above-mentioned parameters I-', : hitid Tri-nrinlil Pmbnbiii<y. T h e initial probability of selecting an instruction from T a t each node .y,,::. A high PT forces PIPE to start its search with small programs (containing feu-nodes) and prevents programs from growing rapidly.
instead of a new generation of programs.
generation.
during each learning phase. 
Experimental Comparisons with GP
We compare PIPE to Koza's G P variant on two problems. We start with a continuous function regression problem, using a nontrivial function to prevent either algorithm from simply guessing it. We then compare both algorithms on the 6-bit parity problem, a discrete task involving just 65 distinct fitness values. The limited number of fitness values allows for testing PIPE'S built-in Occam's razor.
For both algorithms and problems we set F = {+, -, *, %,sin, cos, exp, dog} (see Section 2). For the function regression problem, T = {x, R}, and for the 6-bit parity problem, T = {xg, x1 ,xz, x3, x4, xg, R}, where x , xg, XI, X I , x3, x4, xs are input variables. R denotes the generic random constant in [0;1) for PIPE, and a set of randomly generated constants in [0;1) for GP ("ephemeral random constant", Koza, 1992) . We use identical F and R for both problems to test robustness with respect to function set and random constant selection.
Function Regression
The function to be approximated is
which is plotted in Figure 5 . 
We set PE = 100,000 for both algorithms and tried many parameter settings for both PIPE and GP.
Good parameters for PIPE are PT = 0.8, E = 1, P p~ = 0.2, PS = 10, lr = O.OS, PM = 0.2, my = 0.6, TR = 0.3, T p = 0.999999, FIT. = 0. Good parameters for GP are population size = 2000, crossover rate = 0.9, maximal tree depth = 20, initial depth = 2-6 with "half-and-half population initialization" and "over~election'~ (see Koza, 1992) .
Results Twenty-one independent test runs were conducted for each algorithm. The program with best generalization performance GEN(PRoG) = 1.18 was found by PIPE after sin(sin(x) ) ) ) ) )+x)
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T h e top 24% ( 3 3 % ) of all PIPE runs found program that perform better on the test (training) data set D, (Dt,.) than all programs found by all G P runs. O n the other hand, the worst 33% (29%) of all PIPE runs only found programs that perform worse on the test (training) data set D,, (Or,.) than the best programs found by all GP runs. PIPE'S best solutions are better than GP's, but PIPE's variance is higher, too. To obtain an idea how generalization performances relate to function approximation quality, consider Figure 7 . The graphs show that with increasing GEN(PRoG) approximation quality becomes worse.
6-Bit Parity Problem
The 6-bit parity function has six Boolean arguments represented by integers: 1 for true and 0 for false. It returns 1 if the number of nonzero arguments is odd and 0 otherwise.
The fitness of a program is the number of patterns it classifies incorrectly. Best (worst) fitness for classifying all (no) patterns correctly is 0 (64). We use all 64 patterns for training. To fit the Boolean nature of the problem the real-valued output of a program is mapped to 0 if negative and to 1 otherwise. We set PE = 500,000 for both algorithms. We found the following good parameter settings. For PIPE: PT = 0.6, E = 1, Pel = O.OS, PS = 12, lr = 0.01, PM = 0.4, mr = 0.4, TR = 0.3, T p = 0.999999, FIT, = 0. For GP: population size = 2000, crossover rate = 0.9, maximal tree depth = 10, initial depth = 2-6 with "half-and-half population initialization" and "overselection" (see Koza, 1992) . The best GP parameters we found are similar to those used in the function approximation experiment (we tried many combinations). PIPE was less robust with respect to parameter settings.
Results SO independent test runs were conducted for each algorithm. T h e smallest PIPE program embodying a perfect solution was found after 69,948 program evaluations. It has 22 nodes and computes: ( x z -( (rlog(rlog(cos(0.530687 
) 1 ) % x z ) % c o s (
( ( ( x~-x 3 ) -( x 0 + ( x l -x 4 ) ) ) %rlog(0.699001))))) 
Partially Observable Environments
Some tasks can be solved by learning a simple mapping from observations (inputs) to actions (outputs). Others, however, cannot. This is because observations may be ambiguous: In partially observable environments (POEs), a particular observation may demand different action responses depending on the temporal context. Disambiguating ohservations requires some sort of short-term memory (e.g., Schmidhuber, 1991; Littman, 1994; Kaelbling, Littman, & Cassandra, 199.5) . POE tasks are generally considered difficult because of their particularly nasty temporal credit assignment problem: It is usually hard to figure out which observations are relevant and how they should affect short-term memory contents.
Short-Term Memorizing POE Algorithms
Apart from recent nontraditional methods (e.g., Zhao & Schmidhuber, 1996; ., 1097, in press) there are two classes of POE algorithms. Class I extends standard reinforcement learning (RL) algorithms based on adaptive evaluation functions (EFs) (Watkins, 1989 : Bertsekas, 1996 . Usually, on-line variants of dynamic programming and some kind of function approximator with a short-term memory mechanism are combined to construct EFs mapping inpudaction histories to an expected discounted future reward. T h e EFs are exploited in an on-line fashion to learn rewarding action sequences (Whitehead & Ballard, 1990; Schmidhuber, 1991; Chrisman, 1992; Lin, 1993; Cliff & Ross, 1994; Ring, 1995; ,LlcC:allurn, 1996; W'iering & Schmidhuber, 1996a) .
Methods from class I1 do not require EFs. Their policy space consists of complete algorithms allowing for temporary memory, and they search policy space directly. Members of this class are Levin Search (Levin, 1973 (Levin, , 1984 Solomonoff, 1986; Li & Vitinyi, 1993; Schmidhuber, 1999, Adaptive Levin Search (ALS) (Wering & Schmidhuber, 1996b) , GP with memory cells (e.g., Teller, 1994) Teller, 1994) . 
Experimental Setup
We use PIPE to solve the POE tasks shown in Figure 8 . S denotes the start position and G the goal. The task is to find the shortest path from S to G. The gray fields result in ambiguous observations: For each gray field there is a t least one other field at which the agent will make the same observation but will have to execute a different action. Memory of prior events is required to disambiguate those observations.
Agent Inputs
The agent input is a vector 2 = (N, S, W , E, MCO, MCI, MCZ) , where N (S, W , E) is one of four observation components and takes on value 1 if the field to the north (south, west, east) of the agent is blocked and 0 otherwise. The maze in Figure 8 left (right) allows for only 6 (7) distinct observations. We use ~M C = 3 memory cells because fewer memory cells did not lead to satisfactory results.
Agent Actions O n any given field, the agent can execute one of four actions. Action G o N (GO-S, Go-W, G0-E) moves the agent one field to the north (south, west, east) of its current position if this field is not blocked and has no effect otherwise.
Action Selection Action selection depends on five variables
Action i E ASET is selected with probability PA, according to the Boltzmann-Gibbs distribution a t temperature i:
All A, and g are calculated by programs to be found by PIPE. A main program P R O < ; M consists of a program PRO@, which computes the "greediness" parameter g, and four "action programs" PROG' (i E ASET). These programs are generated according to five distinct probabilistic prototype trees; they calculate returns an action i t ASET randomly selected according to Assignment 6. T h e evaluation order of all programs PRO(;' and PRO@ is fixed. This is important because those programs access and modify the same memory cells. Calculating g enables PIPE to produce more or less probabilistic/deterministic programs (possibly depending on the input).
Program Evaluation follows:
4 program PROGRW controlling an agent AGENT is evaluated as Parallel Evaluation Saves Time Our current PIPE variant does not exploit the fact that programs in a generation may have many different fitness values. Instead, it considers just two fitness categories: "best" and "worse than best"-the adjustment of prototype tree probabilities depends on the best program only. Let us assume there are PS independent agents situated in PS equal mazes. Since program runtimes may vary wildly, we can save a lot of time by running all programs of each generation in parallel (or by interleaving them on a serial computer) until the first agent reaches the goal. Thus, we do not waste time on finishing executions of programs worse than the best.
Parameters We tried several parameter settings. T h e following parameters worked well for both mazes in Figure 8 : P,, = 0, PS = 100, E = 1, 6-= 0.2, P.1, = 0.1, mi* = 0.2, TK = 0.3, T p = 0.999999, PE = 10,000,000, and ST.ll.4 .y = 10,000. For experiments with the srnall maze (Figure 8, left) , we set PT = 0.9999 and FIT, = 29. For the large maze (Figure 8, right) , we set Pr = 0.999 and FIT, = 56.
Since fitness evaluations are extremely noisy, we set P,, = 0. In our experiments, PIPE worked better with smaller population sizes PS and higher terminal probabilities PT. A high terminal probability forces PIPE to search for small programs first. Smaller population sizes allow for more generations per time interval. Too small populations, however, slow PIPE down because it can take less advantage of time-saving parallel evaluations.
Results for Small Maze Wk conducted 11 independent runs. All runs found the optimal solution of 29 steps. T h e earliest (latest) discovery of an optimal solution took 663 (12,837) generation\, or 66,300 (1,283,700) program evaluations. T h e median run took 2 134 generations, or 2 13,400 program evaluations. In the median (fastesdslowest) run, 3 1,544,100 Fig. 8 , left).
PROGG'":
sin ( ( ( ( exp (N) +sin ( 0 . 2 8 6 691 ) ) + 0.970697 ) +ge t M (getM ( cos(exp(setM( ((W*getM( (E*S)) )%cos(getM( 0.126591))),exp(O.523777))))))))
PROG"O-E:
PRO@:
(7,496,500/189,601,700) agent actions were executed to find the shortest path. Recall that during each generation only one program is run to completion, because we stop evaluating all programs as soon as the first finds a solution. The program shown in Table 2 represents a partly stochastic, partly highly deterministic policy. Table 3 shows the corresponding probabilities of all actions during generation of a shortest path. Like the maze, Table 3 is divided into three parts. Starting with step 0 (= location S), the agent must go north for 8 steps to stay on the shortest path. In steps 8-20 it has to keep going east; in steps 21-28 it must go south. Table 3 shows that except for step 21, the optimal action at each step is the one with highest probability of being selected. The program uses memory cells to distinguish between ambiguous observations at steps 1-7 and 22-28 in an almost deterministic manner. In steps 12, 15, 18, and 2 1, however, the agent's policy involves a high degree of stochasticity (compare Jaakkola, Singh, & Jordan, 1995) . Since successive populations generally contain multiple copies of such a program, the shortest path will be discovered within a reasonable time. It can then be stored separately. Note that the program sets the greediness parameter g by itself, thus controlling how stochastic/deterministic its policy is at any given step.
Stochasticity If actions are selected uniformly random, then the probability of finding the shortest path for the small maze is 4-29 M 3.5 . lo-'*. If actions are chosen according to the example program in Table 2 , for the shortest path from S to G. For each step, the probability of the optimal action appears in holtlface. in each generation is run to completion. If actions are selected uniformly random, then the probability of finding the shortest path is 4-'6.
Conclusions
PIPE is a novel method for automatic program synthesis. Successive populations of programs are generated according to a probabilistic prototype tree (PPT). The PPT guides the search a n d is adapted according to the search results. P I P E performs better than Koza's GP variant 1; s Evolutionary (:oinputation \'olume 5, Number 2 on the 6-bit parity problem. Its best (worst) solutions to a function regression problem are better (worse) than GP's best (worst) solutions: PIPE'S results have higher variance.
If the goal is to discover a program with minimal runtime, then PIPE'S parallel population evaluation gains efficiency by stopping runs of programs slower than the best. This results in speed-ups even on serial computers. PIPE variants with memory-setting and memory-reading instructions are applicable to partially observable environments.
Limitations (1) Currently, we cannot make quantitative statements about PIPE'S convergence rate, which strongly depends on terminal set, function set, and task. (2) Unlike methods by Zhao and Schmidhuber (1996) and Schmidhuber et al. (1997, in press ), PIPE does not attempt to improve its own learning algorithm. (3) Currently, PIPE updates its PPT using only one single individual per population. There may be ways of extracting additional information that is implicit in the population, particularly in cases where parallel evaluation does not save time. (4) Unlike nonincremental Levin search (LS) (Levin, 1973 (Levin, , 1984 , PIPE does not have an optimal way of allocating computation time to programs that do not halt or whose runtimes are unknown. (5) As with most other comparable algorithms, several control parameters need to be set heuristically.
Ongoing and Future Work
More experiments with varying instruction sets are needed to better analyze PIPE'S adaptation dynamics. We are currently comparing PIPE and T D -Q learning with linear neural networks on large POE tasks and multiagent learning (Salustowicz, Wiering, & Schmidhuber, in press).
There are also many yet untried PIPE variants. For instance, we may apply PIPE to programs with automatically defined functions (ADFs) (Koza, 1992) or to programs with even more general jump instructions (Dickmanns, et al. 1987) . Instead of coding programs by parse trees we may also use grids or directed acyclic graphs (DAGs). In principle, jump instructions and DAGs allow for automatic evolution of modular structures that cannot be represented by trees. It might also be possible to improve PIPE by updating the PPT based on information conveyed by programs other than the best, and by incorporating secondorder statistics similar to those used in string-based evolution (De Bonet et al., 1997; Baluja & Davies, 1997) . Finally, we may plug PIPE into the on-line backtracking scheme proposed by Schmidhuber (Schmidhuber, 1994; Schmidhuber et al., 1997, in press) to undo probability modifications that have not triggered long-term reward speed-ups.
